In this paper, two new types of Lyapunov and Riccati equations are presented for linear time-invariant descriptor systems. The two equations play key roles in asymptotic stability analysis and control synthesis for this class of systems. Fundamental properties of the two equations are investigated and interesting results are obtained.
Introduction
Descriptor systems arise in many applications such as electrical networks, economic systems, and biochemical engineering systems. Recently, the Lyapunov methods have been extended to the descriptor systems systems [l] . However, an issue remains to be resolved is to relate asymptotic stability and stabilizability of descriptor systems with impulses using Lyapunov and Riccati equations in a way similar to those of normal systems. Preliminary studies were conducted by Syrmos et al. [4] and Zhang et al. [5, 6] in the impulse-free case. Unfortunately, the results in these works cannot be directly utilized to analyze the asymptotic stability and stabilizability of descriptor systems with impulses. The purpose of this paper is to study the properties of Lyapunov and Riccati equations associated with descrip tor systems (with or without impulses). In particular, we relate the two equations to the asymptotic stability and the asymptotical stabilizability of descriptor systems.
System Descriptions
Consider a linear time-invariant descriptor system given by where have the same "stability" and "stabilizability" properties.
= C. Systems under restricted system equivalence There exists a real invertible matrix T such that
with E1 invertible, z 2 nilpotent with nilpotent index equals
to ( T E T -l , T~i T -l , T B ,~T -l ) ,
which may be decomposed into the slow and fast subsystems,
Asymptotical stability of ( E , A, B , C ) is equivalent to that of the slow subsystem (4). Unfortunately, the decomposition sometimes suffers from numerical problems [3].
Lyapunov Equations and Stability
To motivate the use of a new Lyapunov equation, we note 
T (Eh>' vzh+l+(zh+l)T V E
where W 2 0. When E = I, (7) is the usual Lyapunov equation. The Lyapunov equation with h = 0 was considered in [4,2]. From (2) and (3), Lyapunov equation (7) becomes 2: (E:) VFz?" = 0 and
---where
T -T V T -~= [ 2 T 2 ] , T -T w T -~ = [ Z T 2 ]
we 
Riccati Equations and Stabilizability
For some R > 0, we define the Riccati equation associated with the ( E , A, B , C, *) as
----T---T---T---l-T---T--

E V A + A V E -E V B R B V E = -E W E
13) Riccati equation (13) can be rewritten as
E~T ( z --~J R -~B
which may be considered as the Lyapunov equation associated with descriptor system
resulting from closed-loop control of ( E , A, B , *) with state feedback given by U = -R -' F 7 8 x . When 7 is such d t ---that (15) is asymptotically stable then we refer 7 to as a stabilizing solution of (13) . From (4), (5), and (9 In the following, we relate the stabilizability and detectability of ( E , A, B , C ) to the solution of (13). 
Conclusion
In this paper, two new types of Lyapunov and Riccati equations are developed for descriptor systems. They are related to the asymptotic stability and stabilizability of descriptor systems, which may have impulses. In this way, the results unify the use of Lyapunov methods to tackle a variety of control problems for descriptor systems.
